WHITE PAPER

BRICK AND MORTAR RE-IMAGINED
WITH MICROSOFT DYNAMICS 365
FOR RETAIL

1. Introduction
We are in the year 2017, when consumer experience is receiving
added focus. In major categories of goods, a consumer today has
the advantage, has options, has the convenience, and has increased
awareness while buying products. Thanks to injection of new retail
channels such as mobile apps, social media, e- commerce, self-serve
kiosks, and other online knowledge base etc. On the contrary Brick
and Mortar stores (B&M’s) which, over decades, have been the sole
channel of product selling, are now reduced to only one of many
channels for selling goods. However, this does not mean that B&M’s
will diminish in the future. Stores/showrooms/malls will continue
to stay. The expectation however, from a Brick and Mortar retailers
will be to make the business more intelligent in the coming years. In
other words, they need to become future ready. Some retailers will
adapt to changing needs of consumers, while some will gradually
disappear.To adapt well to these changing needs, retailers will have
to make right choices in multiple areas of their business , but one
choice which will play a key role will be the choice of IT systems.
Therefore this white paper will provide a perspective on Brick and
mortar retail in the following order:
1. Situation today: Not one, but many channels
2. Reasons for continued existence
3. Problems of today and solutions
4. Introduction: Dynamics 365 for Retail
5. A role, Dynamics 365 offers to play
6. Closing comments

1. Situation Today: Not one, but many channels
Historically shopping was about weekly fairs where people used to flock to replenish their
household needs. Then came shops which were convenience stores or kirana shops in India.
Shops gradually evolved into Showrooms. Showrooms evolved into marts. Marts eventually
evolved into malls.
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Brick and mortar was the only retail
channel. Coincidentally IT at the same
time was going through a massive
revolution, with innovations happening
at almost every moment around the
globe. This is when some intelligent
minds started harnessing innovations
into the retail sector. This gave birth to
call centers, shopping websites, and
eventually to online market places.
Coincidentally at the same time
Telecom revolution was also happening.
Smartphones were becoming affordable
and as the footprint of these phones
grew, rapid innovations occurred in
the retail sector. This gave birth to
mobile apps for shopping , which led
to a massive disruption in Retail. Thus
consumer experience gradually started
becoming a much more important factor
in minds of retailers, than ever before.
A combination of all these revolutions
resulted into a multi-dimensional retail
channel, now known as Omnichannel
Retail.
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Omni Channel Retail
Call Centers
Online marketplace
Brick & Mortar
Self-Serve Kiosks
Mobile apps
Social Media
•

Today I can research for a product
online, add it to my wish list, reserve the
item, visit the store, do a trial, pay for
the item, and come back home.

•

A retailer can gather data about its most
talked about product on social media
and hence plan an investment in the
right direction.

•

Self-Serve Kiosks can guess your age by
scanning your face, and subsequently
recommend you the products of your
interest.

•

Online market place doesn’t just sell
books but also differentiated goods.

•

I can shop for a product by calling a Call
Center and follow the IVR to make a
payment.

•

I can schedule a laundry pick up from
my home using a mobile app without
taking out my car and driving all the
way to a laundry shop.

•

A retailer can use Mobile POS to process
sales transactions.

•

Using an intelligent virtual assistant on
the mobile app, I can place my pizza
order by speaking out the items I wish
to eat.

There are numerous daily life examples
similar to the one’s above which
underscore the extent to which technology
has penetrated the retail industry.

Brick and Mortar on the other hand has
also had its own set of technological
advancements, but the pace with which
other channels have grown has definitely
pushed the former from being the sole
ruler, to being just another way to buy
products.

2. Reasons for continued
existence
Another question which has been hyped
a lot is whether Brick and Mortar store
concept going to die? The answer is NO
and it’s a straightforward answer. The
trends over the last couple of years report
that showrooms/malls/supermarkets still
register the biggest contribution in terms
of revenue by sales across all channels.
City Centers, malls, supermarkets are still
very much a vital part of the urban city
planning. In my view Brick and Mortar
will continue to have an edge over other
channels because of the reasons listed
below:
Maximum personalized shopping experience
Lowest probability of product returns
Easy conversion of a lead into a customer
Zero delivery time
Top choice for differentiated products
Opportunity to interact, socialize and relax
There is no doubt that consumers today
have an incentive of researching products
online but probability of making a final
purchase is more at stores. This is because
a consumer can go and do a physical trial
of the product only at the store. Since

the consumer will only buy a product
if it meets his/her expectations, the
probability of returning a purchased item
is extremely less in Brick and Mortars.
Brick and mortars primarily are, and
will remain a top choice for purchasing
differentiated products. Products such
as branded shoes, apparels, electronic
gadgets, home appliances etc. are best
bought first time right in a store and not
on ecommerce websites. A consumer in
a store has the convenience of getting
insights of a product from sales reps who
are specifically trained for this purpose.
In shopping marts, sales reps can help
you compare different brands for the
same product. This makes consumer
experience in-store much better than
online shopping where a consumer still
has to put more pressure on his/her
brains in comparing and deciding on a
final product, which he/she intends to
purchase.
Today, an opportunity to interact,
socialize, and relax while shopping is best
offered in malls. Especially on weekends
people prefer flocking to shopping malls,
a place which offers dining, shopping,
and entertainment, inside one single
physical location. Keeping technology
aside, it’s also the human psychology
which creates a robust business case for
continued existence of Brick and Mortars.
While other channels continue on a quest
to replace Brick and Mortars by creating a
virtual experience similar to showrooms,
it is still a road, less travelled. Brick and
Mortars will continue to stay for decades
to come.
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3. Problems of today and
solutions

Major problems with the existing IT
landscape which I have observed, are:

While Brick and Mortars will continue
to stay, retailers will have to ensure that
they continue to deliver a differentiated
experience to consumers in-store and also
walk an extra mile to exceed the consumer
expectations in times to come.

Multi-Vendor IT applications

Retailers will have to make the right choices
in many areas such as: Staffing, IT systems,
Store Locations etc. Although other areas
are important as well, an IT system in
particular is the major differentiating factor
in this pursuit, especially because it is the
disruptions happening in IT which have
brought a wave of revolution in the retail
industry. But if we look around, most of the
Brick and Mortar retailers today have not
paced well with the speed of technological
disruptions.

Inefficient Staff Training

Consumer experiences are not measuring
well against the ever changing consumer
expectations. The legacy IT systems are
one of the main reasons for this current
situation. These systems on which the
retailers bet are the one’s which have
become show stoppers on their quest to
continued business prosperity.
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Delayed Time-to-Market
Increased Maintenance Costs
Vulnerable to Security Attacks
Disjointed Reporting

Different IT applications from different
vendors have different technical
ideologies, and the future roadmaps of
those applications are also different. The
integration of application X and application
Y seems to have worked well yesterday, but
today Y got upgraded, and the integration
fails. Application X needs to re-customize
now.
Although retailers claim to have introduced
multiple channels, the later don’t talk
to each other. Each channel services
customers separately without knowing
customer’s shopping history/wish lists
in another channel. This also results in a
disjointed retail channel management and
requires a bit of an extra effort to have a
real time overview of on-hand inventory.

IT upgrades are inevitable also because
there is an upper limit of time until which
the vendor will provide technical support
to the current version of the software/
application. Furthermore, upgrades are
painful and span from several months
to years. So by the time an upgraded
system goes live the market situation
would have already changed. In retail this
becomes even more cumbersome as the
POS systems are not located in one single
location but dispersed across different
geographical regions.
A lot of legacy systems today are
over customized from the code base
perspective because those customizations
were required to meet the business needs
in the past. This today results in a delayed
time-to-market because for introducing
even a small new feature in the market, the
work starts and undergoes the entire code
development lifecycle.
Retailers often prefer maintaining the IT
infrastructure themselves, which implies
that retailer has to drain its money and a
lot of energy in terms of IT manpower for
something which is not the core business
they operate in. Retail is the core business
and not IT maintenance.

There is a pre-conceived notion that it’s
much secure to have IT systems onpremise than on the cloud. This might not
necessarily be true because:
• Multiple VPN tunnels built for franchises
and vendors are gateways for cyberattack.
• Hackers innovate every hour. Security
patches are just customary.
By default, every application generates
reports with its own set of data. This makes
it difficult for the leadership to have a
holistic overview on any single subject.
Eventually this does impact the future
planning or future vision of the retailer.
Although problems are too many, so are
solutions. The solution to today’s problems
is to have an IT system which has the
following set of attributes.
Providing Real Time Consumer Insights
Exceeding Consumer Expectations
Personalized Cross-Selling & Up-Selling
Seamless integration with online channels

4. Introduction: Dynamics 365 for Retail
Towards the end of the year 2016, Microsoft introduced to the world, an offering which a lot
of enterprises around the globe were already looking forward to over the years. It was the
launch of an all-in-one unified cloud business app offering, powered on Azure platform and
branded as Microsoft Dynamics 365.
Dynamics 365 Suite comprises of 9 business applications on cloud:
Sales App

Finance & Operations App

Talent App

Retail App

Customer Service App

Field Service App

Customer Insights App

Project Service Automation App

Marketing App
Besides clubbing diverse business application in one suite, Dynamics 365 also resonates
seamlessly with Cortana Intelligence Suite, Internet of Things, PowerBI, Office 365, Power
Apps, Microsoft flow, and Azure Active Directory. This amalgamation can also be termed as
the Intelligent Cloud Landscape.
For Retailers, Dynamics 365 offers an exclusive application known as Retail App or Dynamics 365
for Retail.
Retail App offers an Omnichannel end-to-end retail solution which caters to channels such as:

Highly Available Retail Systems

• Brick and Mortars

• Call Center

Efficient Inventory Replenishment

• Online marketplace

• Self-Serve kiosks

Secure Platforms

• Ecommerce websites

Better decision making
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This retail solution harnesses the power of
intelligent cloud landscape and provides retailers
with a business ecosystem designed for future.
For retailers with elevated needs of a full-fledged
ERP, Dynamics 365 suite offers Finance & Operations
App. This offering has the same retail functionality
embedded, as is in Retail App.
This retail solution has 3 operational components:
• Headquarter
• POS
• Back office
Our quest is to find out the capability of this
offering, and try to find if Retail App can bring that IT
turn-around, retailers have been looking for.

5. A role, Dynamics 365 offers to
play
Dynamics 365 for retail or Retail App has without any
doubt a lot to offer as an Omnichannel Retail
solution but our journey is to walkthrough the
roles this Microsoft offering can play in enabling
the solutions against the problem statements, I
mentioned in the previous chapters.
Providing Real Time Consumer Insights:
Inside a store powered with Retail App, a Store
employee, by feeding the consumer name or mobile
number on a cloud POS, can get to know a lot about
his/her consumer the moment the later enters the
store. Some of the insights offered by a Dynamics
365 POS are:
• Consumer’s wish list
• Recommended products
• Previous purchases
• Loyalty cards
• Customer since
For doing all this the store employees do not need
to switch between multiple screens, but by simply
hovering over to the relevant tiles on a single Cloud
POS /MPOS screen.
By plugging Microsoft Cortana intelligence in
Dynamics 365 for Retail, a self-serve kiosk or an iPad (at
the store) can predict the age of the consumer and
recommend the latter, products relevant to his/her
age.
By plugging Microsoft Cortana intelligence in
Dynamics 365 for Retail, store employees can read the
emotions of a consumer who has stepped into a
store few seconds back. This will enable the store
employees to uniquely service each consumer
thereby improving the overall customer experience.
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Exceeding Consumer Expectations:
Dynamics 365 for Retail Cloud-POS/MobilePOS offers a variety of features which
are bound to exceed the consumer
expectations before they leave the exit
gates. I have listed down some fascinating
features below:
•

Side-by-side detailed comparison of
products

•

Enabling store employee to provide
the correct, prompt, and insightful
product information to the consumer
on the fly.

•

Real-time look-up on inventory across
other stores in Network & location of
stores using Bing Maps

•

On the-spot, Consumer Order creation
in case of Zero inventory & scheduling
a future date of pickup from the store
or delivery to consumer’s address.

•

Last-minute inventory lookup of a
random item on POS screen at the
billing counter without affecting the
current billing transaction page.

•

Pay deposit at POS counter and
remainder at the time of delivery /store
pick up.

•

Reserve product online, and pickup
from store.

•

Split the transaction payment across
multiple payment methods

•

Seamless product return processing.

•

Put a billing transaction in hibernation
and invoke it back later.

•

Self-Serve Kiosks at store

•

And lots more.

Once again, all this can be done without
switching screens or applications, but
on Cloud-POS /Mobile-POS screen
fragmented in tiles. An example of perfect
clienteling.
Efficient Shift Management:
Dynamics 365 for Retail POS, in addition to
basic staff management features, helps
a store manager and employees to
enable efficient staff operations. Schedule
Management feature on store POS can help
store manager in increasing/decreasing
staff shifts to align with the anticipated
increase/decrease in volume of customer
footfall.

Schedule Requests feature at POS can help the
store employees to request time-off, swap
shifts or offer their shifts to other store
colleagues.
Centralized Store Network Management
In Dynamics 365 for Retail, activities
such as: Store configuration, POS
configuration, product configuration,
catalog configuration, Staff permissions
configuration, staff provisioning, payment
methods, pricing & discounts, gift card
configuration, loyalty configuration etc. are
configured and managed centrally from
the Headquarter component. Configuration
status dashboard in Headquarter
component can help Headquarter
employees measure the configuration
readiness of each store in the retail store
network. The Price Stimulator feature in the
Headquarter Component can help pushing
the promotional discounts first-time right
to Stores in the network. Before pushing
the promotional discounts to a store,
promotions coordinators at headquarter
can utilize this stimulator to check the old
and new sales price in order to be sure
that the promotional discount has been
configured and applied correctly.

Shorter Time to Market :
The biggest advantage of Dynamics 365
for Retail is for the retailers who do not
want to implement a full-fledged ERP.
This in my view is a big relief for small
or mid-sized retailers. Retail Specific
Common data entities make migration
of data from legacy systems to Dynamics
365 for Retail, much faster and easier
before go-live. Self-Guided Online Tours
help the store staff to familiarize faster
with the application. Code Extensibility,
and abandoning of code over -layering
makes system upgrades easier and faster.
Configuration driven Dynamics 365 for Retail
enables the business to scale up faster
and before-time during festival seasons,
and scale down faster during off-peak
seasons.
Highly Available Retail System :
Dynamics 365 for Retail is a Cloud
based solution which clearly means that
Headquarter & POS are primarily browser
based. So availability of Internet is critical.
However, in real-time there are physical
locations which cannot guarantee 100%
availability of internet.
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For these type of situations Dynamics 365
for Retail has an option of Retail Store Scale
Unit (RSSU) which will ensure that the store
operations are not halted in situations when
the internet connectivity is interrupted
for a longer duration of time. Moreover,
Dynamics 365 for Retail Mobile POS have
an option of offline database. So if the
internet gets disconnected occasionally
for a short time, offline database will
prevent the POS operations from coming
to a halt. With regards to availability of
Headquarter component, Dynamics Lifecycle
Services (ALM for Dynamics 365 applications)
ensures continuous updates & seamless
deployments with minimal downtime of
production environment.
Seamless Integration :
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Retail has
a much broader spectrum of versatile
integration capabilities. Using the Data
Management platform, the Headquarter
component can integrate with various
external/legacy systems on adhoc as well
as on recurrent basis. With OData, real-time
integrations can be done with external
systems. Dynamics 365 supports JSON
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based integration. Using Microsoft flow (an
inclusive feature) we can automate data
flows from-and-to Dynamics 365 for Retail
to-and-from other business apps. Some
examples of automated flows/tasks are:

A consumer can research a product on
the retailers’ ecommerce website, put it in
the wish list or reserve the product, visit
the store, try the product, and eventually
purchase the product.

•

Personalized Cross Selling & Up Selling :

•

•

Add tweets with special hashtags
(relevant to retailer’s business) to a
SharePoint list.
Email the sales report to key
stakeholders the moment a Store
Manager Uploads Sales Report on
SharePoint.
Send a message to my phone the
moment I receive an email from a VIP
franchise.

Above mentioned and many more manual
tasks can be automated without a single
line of code by plugging Microsoft flow to
Dynamics 365 for Retail.
Cross channel integration is seamlessly
possible with Dynamics 365 for Retail. A
call center rep on the customer service
dashboard in Headquarter component can
see the sales transactions I have done at a
store few minutes back and can answer the
queries I may have.

Dynamics 365 for Retail harnesses a wide
range of Cognitive service APIs to provide
intelligent recommendations.
Microsoft cognitive services are built
largely on Machine learning component
and provide a range of recommendations
such as:
1. Frequently bought together
recommendation while selecting a
product on screen
2. Personalized basket recommendation
at checkout
3. Personalized product recommendation
based on previous transaction history
4. Product recommendation by age or
emotions, by using the Face API of
cognitive services.

It can be argued, that the first two items
listed above are more common for a
better online experience and not for
stores. Retailers opting for self-serve
kiosks under Dynamics 365 for Retail in the
store can very well use not one, but all
the above recommendation services and
ensure a broader range of cross-selling
and up-selling opportunities.
Better Decision Making:

A store manager on regular basis can launch the
following reports on the POS:
• Sales Details per staff
• Sales Details per POS counter
• Sales Details per hour
• Top 10 products sold
Store employee can view his/her operational
statistics by launching the below mentioned
reports:

Insightful reporting results in precise
sales performance evaluation,
identification of flagship products,
identification of improvement areas
in Store workforce, and thus efficient
decision making for investing in the area
where it counts the most.

• My Sales by Hour

Dynamics 365 for retail provides adequate out of
the box reports for three audiences:

• Return Transactions Report

• Store Manager

• High performance Stores

• Store Employee

• Gift Card Reports

• Headquarter Employees

• And lots more

• My Sales by POS counter
Employees at Headquarter can gain insights on the
entire channel network, using in-built SSRS reports.
For e.g.:
• Organization Sales Report
• Channel Summary Report

In addition to the existing SSRS retail
reports, retailers can leverage the rich
and advanced reporting capabilities
of PowerBI dashboards using the Retail
Channel Performance Power BI content. PowerBI
reporting in Dynamics 365 for retail enables
leaderships to have deeper insights into
company’s financial performance.
Faster & efficient Inventory
Replenishment:
Using the pre-built integration capabilities
of Dynamics 365 for Retail with other
applications within the Dynamics 365
suite, the items/products which are selling
faster can be replenished continuously ontime and thus allowing a continued sales
momentum and customer satisfaction.
Dropping levels of on-hand inventory for a
certain item can send an email alert to the
Store Manager/HQ employees for raising a
replenishment request.
Furthermore, Dynamics 365 for Retail offers
multiple ways of inventory replenishment, such as:
1. Regular Purchase Order processing
2. Cross docking
3. Buyer’s push or distribution from Central
Warehouse
The entire cycle of an item’s inventory
replenishment can be monitored and
tracked real-time on Headquarter
component as well as on the store POS.
Secure Platforms:
Dynamics 365 for Retail runs on highly secure
azure cloud platform. Each retailer on
Azure Cloud is secured by a dedicated
virtual network. Within that virtual
network retailer IT team will have the
freedom to structure things as per its
wish. A retailer in Dynamics 365 for retail
will know the region/datacenter where
it’s data is hosted on cloud. The azure
datacenters where physical servers are
kept are guarded by multi-layer security
24*7. No Microsoft employee will have
default access to a retailer’s precious data
until unless authorized by the leadership
of the retailer itself for troubleshooting/
support purposes. Access, if granted to
Microsoft personnel, will be the minimum
level of access required to troubleshoot
issues. Azure Security center is a centralized
dashboard which continuously monitors
the health of various virtual components
present in the retailer’s virtual network
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on the cloud. This security center is not
only limited to alert monitoring but also
provides recommendations to improve
each and every resource in the virtual
network.
Azure platform via Azure Active directory
provides trustful single sign-on
capabilities across all the applications
that the retailer subscribes to on Azure
cloud. A retailer can furthermore enable
its vendors and channel partners for
using the applications retailer has
subscribed to. Not to mention, Azure
Active Directory is intelligent enough
to know who is an employee, who is
a vendor, and who is a partner. Each
type of user on the retailer’s cloud will
have unique set of access based on his/
her role in Retailers business network.
Trespassing will not be possible!
What we saw above is a glimpse of the
roles Dynamics 365 for Retail offers to play.
This application is a result of continuous
evolution, hard work, and value addition
put forward by Microsoft in the last
many years.
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6. Closing comments
Thus, we come to the end of this white paper but before we close this, it becomes
important for me to lay down some concluding thoughts.
In the years to come, two things are guaranteed:
• Brick and Mortar retail will continue to occupy the top slot when it comes to 		
differentiated products.
• Consumer experience will be the real differentiator.
Digging into the past will meet customer expectations while futuristic planning will
exceed customer expectations. Retailers who are agile will survive the wave, while
others will disappear.
Futuristic planning requires adapting fast to the changing trends in Information
Technology that will help a retailer not only hold its grip on the market share, but also
become a gainer. In this pursuit the strongest differentiator of success or failure will
be the choices, a retailer makes in regards to the Retail IT systems. A successful retail IT
system will be futuristic, scalable, secure, consistent, faster, and versatile.
Dynamics 365 for Retail, as a package offers to be a strong contender and to be a strong
pillar of support for Brick and Mortar retailers. All one needs to do is to subscribe for
a trial and read the testimonies of customers who are already riding their business on
this suite.
Now is the time for retailers to start diving into future so that they don’t just survive in
years to come but rather thrive in years to come and offer great value to consumers.
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